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This project provokes awareness of natural 
resources protection in Tibet, and it raises 
questions about its political, environmental, and 
cultural impact. Through constructing a 2.5 km 
wall out of pre-cast concrete blocks over a long 
period of time, it works to provoke people both 
on-site and off-site. 
The wall acts as a new injury to the land just like 
the extraction of resources from the earth again 
and again. Starting with another wound, I am 
hoping to raise awareness of the status of this 
landscape, helping it to recover in reverse. When 
facing this large international issue, I am not 
trying to figure out an ecological strategy, but to 
raise public attention, letting time and people 
judge where we should go from here.
Overview
Photo credited by Guang Lu 
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Namuqie gold mine located upstream of 
Chengqu river, only four miles from Naqu town 
of Naqu area in Tibet. It was a placer gold mine 
operated 10 years ago, located on the floodplain 
of Chengqu River, crossed by Highway 109 (from 
Beijing to Lhasa). It was forced to close because 
it was polluting the water and destroying the 
land cover for local species. However, there is 
another mine contracted recently just two miles 
away from the abandoned one in the mountains.
The flood plain should have high vegetable 
coverage at the elevation of 4500 meters, but 
the mining process destroyed the grassland, and 
left many barren open pits. The area of these 
pits varies from 0.04 acres to 2 acres, and 5-15ft 
deep. Most of them already have been filled 
and replaced by paved road, and around 20 of 
them remain. Even though it has been more than 
10 years, still no vegetation could grow without 
human intervention. 
Site
Photo credited by Google Map
“we need to understand that essentially our mode of consumption, our mode of living is 
entirely based on the separation of means of production and territories of extraction. ”
           ----- Pierre Bélanger
Chapter 01
ISSUE | UNCERTAINTY
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Extraction at one of the most geologically active 
and environmentally sensitive territories like 
Tibet, brings uncertainty to humans beings. 
Afraid of those uncertainty, human strive to 
find stable ground, understand how landscape 
could help human-beings to perceive those 
uncertainties and lead sustained participation 
and pro-environmental behavior. 
Modern life is entirely based on the separation of 
means of production and territories of extraction. 
Our life depends on territories in other places 
where we extract our resources. Most of Asia 
relies on fresh water from Tibet; the land losses 
and water pollution created by mining--invisible 
to most downstream residents--will influence 
the “water tower of Asia”. How landscape could 
amplify this mining issues is attracting more 
public attention from this remote and mysterious 
area.
Abstract
Local communities are agrarian-based, and they 
rely on their sacred lakes and mountains to bless 
their daily agriculture and grazing activities. 
The extremely environment at Tibet Plateau has 
taught them when it is enough, which makes 
them coexist with nature for thousands of 
years. In the last 30 years, mining as a method 
of urbanization has promoted infrastructure 
construction and migration communities 
pop-out. The traditional lifestyle is replaced 
by the one less connected with nature and 
lacking attention of nature. it is how landscape 
processing could play a role to reconnect the 
damaged land back to local life.
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Tibet Plateau - Water Towel of Asia There are around 30% of population living within 
the watersheds that origins from Tibet Plateau, 
and they rely on fresh water from here. Howev-
er, this active plate movement creates varies of 
valuable mines for human beings. Some precious 
metal mines washout to the alluvial plain be-
cause the upward of river has strong erosion abil-
ity. This kind of placer mines can be easily got by 
human and attract thousands of speculators.
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Gold Mining Gold is one of the most popular metal among 
speculators. Even though Tibet is not the main 
place to produce gold, however, geologists 
verified that there are valuable mineral resources 
in Tibet. Placer gold exists at most of the alluvial 
plain within Tibet.  
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Tibetan Lifestyle
The Tibetan people mainly rely on local natural 
resources. Agriculture and animal husbandry are 
two main ways to support their life. A majority 
of placer gold mining is “open pit”at the alluvial 
plain, and the land loss and water pollution effect 
their land that directly relates to their tradition-
al lifestyle but also stain their sacred lakes and 
mountains.
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Sacred Lands 
The sacred lands at alluvial plain offers local 
communities various of resources. Support local 
nomadic lifestyle.
Mining
Mining destoryed the landcover at alluvial plain, 
and increase the river sediment concerntration 
and pollution.
Photo credited by Guang Lu 
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Mining Environment Issues
Based on the study by P-REX of MIT, reclamation 
costs often exceed the net profits from mineral 
extraction. In Tibet, the extreme environment 
makes the reclamation more expensive and more 
difficult than in other areas. Some scientists say 
it is impossible to reclaim the land in Tibet after 
mining.
Site
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Gold Mining Projects
The government prohibited three types of 
mining in 2006 in Tibet, especially placer gold 
mining mainly operated by speculators, because 
of significant environment implications; the 
incomes from the mining did not justify it. Other 
types of mining are still ongoing or proposed 
in Tibet. Even though most of them have 
highly developed techniques for environmental 
protection, mining and workers moving into the 
area still brings uncertainties to the residents and 
its land. Now, the policy of mining is moving to 
Tibet, and this remote space need more public 
attention to influence stakeholders when they 
make decisions. 
Chapter 02
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The site is at a remote sacred area, because 
local people rely on its environment greatly. 
Other people only need this area for its natural 
resources to fuel modern life. The site is at the 
altitude of 4500 on the Tibetan Plateau, where 
there are no trees, only with grassland at the 
alluvial plain. It was destroyed by gold mining 
before 2006. The existing landscape is barren 
and abandoned. In 2006, the government closed 
all existing low-grade gold mines in the area 
including this one. However, more large scale 
mining operates on the mountain top, because 
there is high-grade gold. This profitable business 
will be kept invisible in this remote area for a 
long time. 
Abstract
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The section shows how species change along 
with the topography change at northern latitude 
32°in China. The species change from evergreen 
at low altitude to snow mountain which could 
reach almost 8000m. The average of Tibet pla-
teau height is around 5000m, and the land is bar-
ren but dynamic with mountain and rivers overall. 
The site is located at the height between 4000m 
to 5000m, where the major plant taxa is grass at 
a large area of alluvial plain which supports tradi-
tional nomadic life. 
In the meantime, the gold washout into the 
alluvial plain with the rivers growing, and the 
action of extract placer gold at alluvial plain near 
river not only destroyed the land cover, but also 
pulled bunch of sands into the river. If there is no 
human intervention after mining, the grassland 
and surrounding river will desertization in the 
end. 
Sea
Tibetan Grassland
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The site is an abandoned mine at the alluvial 
plain, that located on the upward of a river which 
flow through Nagqu city. Now, the mine pits ran-
domly spread on the alluvial plain, and hard to 
identity its property from the shallow pits. 
The site just 5 km from Nagqu city which has 
80,000 people and crosses a main road that 
connects the capital city of Tibet and Beijing. 
Visitors, local transportation service, pilgrims are 
mainly using this road to go to Lasha. 
There are several mines operates in this region, 
two mines only 2 miles from the site. The mining 
speed up the money and migration to the city. 
Coming with the urbanization of the Nagqu city, 
more infrastructure has built, like train station 
built at 2006, proposed airport at future 5 years. 
This is a good timing to expose this issue at this 
specific area.
Abandoned Mines
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There are gold gravels at alluvial plain at most of mountain 
area. These gold gravels are easy to separate from other 
gravels, which have attracted many speculators mining.
Tibet is such a place where before 2006 there are more 
than 50 private alluvial plain placer gold mines at Nagqu 
Area.
2004 Private mining at alluvial plain
Generally, gold gravels at alluvial plain are low grade. 
The process of washing out the gold needs tons of 
water makes the river and surrounding grassland dessert 
decertified. 
The government has forced these mines closed since 2006.
2006 Private mining shut down 
Photo credited by Guang Lu Photo from movie “Daughter of Lake“
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Ironically, high grade gold mine is detected nearby, a 
new gold mines operated after 10 years by state-owned 
enterprise.
A lot of infrastructures are built led by mines survey, like 
Naqu train station at 2007, new worker apartments.
2015 Nagqu gold mine operated
Credit: Movie “Daughter of Lake“
2018 Nagqu gold mine extended 
Photo from movie “Daughter of Lake“
Now, both mines and worker apartments are extended.
 
With the increase of demand of natural resource, the 
mining became an international issue, many of developing 
countries has rich natural resource but lacking power to 
control them.
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Learning from the lifecycle of a gold mine, 
the closest mine is at the first five year of gold 
mine developement phase. Which means it will 
operate at least 50 more years in this region. 
With the extension of the mining, the migration 
will grow up, the community for mining labors 
nearby will extend toward the abandon mines. 
This project is a cue to lead the community not 
to touch them. 
The red parts of right diagram show the 
proposed community extension.
Community Extension
SITE
“I think earth is the material with the most potential because it is the original source material.”
           ----- Michael Heizer
Chapter 03
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Land art is art that communicate directly with soil 
and its surrounding natural materials1. Land art 
has the same length of history as human beings. 
Humans of the past, the practice that they made 
land art works, it is a way that humans harmonize 
with land. It was to celebrate the land they 
live on or that they are from. But from the 60’s, 
the land art works became to destroy the land 
like Robert Smithson and Michael Heizer. This 
“destruction” make them be recognized. They 
“destruction” of the earth, explore and colonize 
different places they felt were theirs. 
In order to catch attention internationally at this 
extraction site, I study different land art pieces 
that reached unprecedented size with minimalist 
language. Learning about how they utilized 
materials that were available onsite or exotic to 
honoring the specificity of the site.
Abstract
1. Tate. “Land Art – Art Term.” Tate. Accessed May 23, 2019. https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/l/land-art.
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FORM
These “destruction” land arts are similar to 
mining process in some way as they study the 
minimalist constructions and its process with 
land. Modern land art pieces often require wide, 
open spaces, which means that many of their 
works are not available to the average viewer 
and thus raise question to the very purpose of art 
as something to be viewed.1 
1. “Earth Art Movement Overview.” The Art Story. Accessed May 24, 2019. https://www.theartstory.org/movement-earth-art.htm.
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Extraction
Micheal Heizer - Displaced Mass 1969-70
Micheal Heizer - Double Negative 1969 
Micheal Heizer - Double Negative 1969
Micheal Heizer - Dissipate 1967
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Marking
Richard Long - Sahara Line 1988
Praia manta rota portugal
Michael Heizer - motorcycle drawings (1970), dry lake, nevada
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Insert
Richard Serra Landscape
Richard Serra Landscape
Richard Serra ”Shift” 1970
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Material
Earth artists are skilled at using local materials 
on their works, in order to honor the specificity 
of the site, like Spiral Jetty. Some of them will 
move materials to another place maybe museum 
to indicate one situation at a non-site sacle like 
most of the art pieces done by Robert Smithson.
Material study involves two parts, namely, 
learning from Tibetan traditional construction 
materials, and learning from some memorials 
about how to use specific materials to honor and 
heal. 
Tibet Traditional WallMade by twigs
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Rammed Earth
Rammed Earth is using natural raw materials such 
as earth, chalk, lime, or gravel. It is an ancient 
method that has been revived recently, and used 
in modern sustainable building1. It is a popular 
material used in Tibet buildings as foundations, 
floors, and walls, and could recycle some of the 
post-mining soil locally. 
1. “Earth Architecture – Building the Future with Ancient Solutions.” Culture.pl. Accessed May 23, 2019. 
https://culture.pl/en/article/earth-architecture-building-the-future-with-ancient-solutions.
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Concrete
Concrete is one of the mordern material 
that could represent industry. The pre-made 
technique makes the whole construction process 
easier at this elevation. And different texture and 
imprint on the surface could provoke dynamic 
emotion on site.
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Design Strategies
Using forehead to touch the wall. In tibet, people 
will touch the forehead with forehead to say 
hello and showing respect. Using hand to touch 
the forehead only could down by family or living 
Buddha. 
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Design Strategies
Going up to feel the respond of our own body 
when we climbing stairs above 4000m. Finally 
arrive a flatform where could look down and look 
back.
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Design Strategies
Using the body and hand to touch and explore 
the whole journey.
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Design Strategies
At this barren area, color using a lot to dynamic 
the space. Prayer flags and temple city sand 
art have good meaning at Tibet that using 
traditional Tibetan color. Use these  color to 
shape and healing the space. 
Chapter 04
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The site at Tibet is remote and it is hard to 
access by most people around the world. So, 
this project constructs a 2.5 km wall out of pre-
cast concrete blocks at a large scale and over 
a long period of time to provoke people both 
on-site and off-site. This big construction could 
attract attention from public via different source 
like google maps, photography and museum 
before mining reclamation. 
This linear wall vanishes at two points: a natural 
landform and a manmade tailing tank. The wall 
cuts through two important elements of Tibet 
– land and water – and it also creates a cross-
section of the area which it passes through. The 
height of the wall changes is in response to the 
topography of mines and the area. Some topsoil 
is transported from other operating mines in 
order to create landforms that run next to the 
wall; these filled landforms will go up to the 
same height as the wall and extend to the edge 
Abstract
of the pits. Selected local grass will be planted, 
but the pits will remain bare as an on-going hurt 
of land.
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Section
The top of wall is 2% slope from south end to 
north end which connect the low point of tailing 
tank and high point of hill as well as the nature 
to industry area. The cross section of topography 
is traced on the wall elevation and amplified by 
filled topsoil at mine pits area.
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Axon
This big construction has four phases. The first 
three phases cost around 2years to construct, 
and need more than 10 year to reclaim at the 
last phase. Excavating foundation and installing 
pre-made concrete wall will start from the tailing 
tank side to the other end. The top soil filling of 
type 3 will start from north end with planting on 
that over a long period expect the pits to reclaim 
the lands.
Overall, there are four different types of relation-
ship between concrete wall and lands. The space 
changed from positive to negative if going from 
north to south. 
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A Big Construction
Extraction will be the first phase of the whole project, just 
like mining process. 
Excavate will strart from type1 to type 4, digging varies of 
foundation based on different types of wall installation. 
Phase I Excavate Foudation
Concrete installation will start from type 1 to type 4, 
different w
Type 1
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4
Phase II Install Pre-made Concrete
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Ironically, high grade gold mine is detected nearby, a 
new gold mines operated after 10 years by state-owned 
enterprise.
A lot of infrastructures are built led by mines survey, like 
Naqu train station at 2007, new worker apartments.
Phase III Bury + Planting
Type 3
Reclamation
Phase I Wall Installation
Phase II Top Soil Filled
Phase III Planting reclamation
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Soil & Wall
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Two kinds of plants selected to plant for oppsite 
purpose.
 
One is Kobresia Species, chosen for reclaim the 
land. It is a genus of plants in the sedge family. 
Main species of grassland native to Tibet, looks 
fluffy, actually it is hard leaves.
The other one is Stellera Chamaejasme, It has 
now been seen as a catastrophic warning of 
grassland desertification, a potential indicator 
of ecological deterioration. Adaptable to dry 
and cold climate. It has vivid color of flowers but 
Plants Selection
Stellera Chamaejasme Stellera Chamaejasme Kobresia Species Kobresia Species
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This entropic landscape crosses a main road that 
connects the capital city of Tibet and Beijing. It 
can be experienced by passengers on the road 
at the speed of transit. 
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If people stop, they could walk on the top of the 
wall, starting from a river bend. Moving over the 
wall to the west, it disappears in a hill. 
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If visitors go to the east, they will descend after 
the abandoned pit mines, finally coming to the 
end at a tailing tank which stands at the same 
height of the wall. 
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The height of the wall will prevent visitors from 
reaching the pits, and filled landforms lead them 
to almost touch the edge of the pits but not to 
go inside. Or if they go to the bottom of the pits, 
they will find impressed handprints on the wall, 
which enable them to feel the industrial nature of 
the wall.
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Mining is an international issue which influence 
territory and human at political, environmental 
and cultural field. This thesis located mining issue 
at a newly developed mining territory, Tibet, at 
different perspective rather than reclamation. 
The abandoned mines at site are not closed 
in regular process, the whole process shows 
how government and other stakeholders 
make a decision. The situation now at Tibet is 
government takeover the mines and mining is 
imperative. Author believes the reclamation is 
not the one this territory needed at this point 
that most mining just started or proposed. 
The extraction knowledge and its environment 
impact should be exposed to public, reclamation 
outcomes are too harmony to be recognized, 
author choose a way to “destruction” the land at 
the process that could be notice by all the world 
at this information era.
The author is not the one that could make 
a decision or have power to influence 
stakeholders. The auother just located the thesis 
at a position of provoking awareness maybe start 
from criticize by public. The thesis using land art 
as a method to provoke the awareness of this 
extraction industry. The functionless 2.5 km wall 
Conclusions
construction is hard to convince others, but this 
violence and personal idea is weird enough to 
catch attention. 
The author hope landscape could be a tool that 
connect with public and government, led the 
residents participate in when stakeholders make 
a decision. In the meantime, public also need to 
learning more from landscape process to aware 
where they live and how they live in different 
perspective.
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